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Elite Series 3.5 inch Arch Post
Tire Swing 8 Foot

MSRP $2,437.50
SALE $1,634.00

Highlights:
Classic design with a modern twist is
aesthetically pleasing
Spaced legs allow swinging in all directions
Durable plastic tire hold up to the wear of
daily use
Swing frame built to last and withstand all
climates

Age Group: 2 to 12 years
Use Zone: 23' x 28'

COMPLIES With:
ASTM F1487-17
CPSC PUB #325

Few things are more recognizable on a playground than a classic tire swing. The Elite Series 3.5 inch Arch Post Tire
Swing 8 Foot combines a vintage design with the modern understanding of safe play equipment. The best part of a
tire swing is that it can move in any direction you can manage to push it. The frame of this swing has legs strategically
spaced to give the swing plenty of room to swing. Kids can push each other in big circles or they can propel
themselves any way they wish to go. Children tend to gather around the attraction, trading a few helpful pushes for a
turn of their own on the swing. The tire is made from strong plastic for a more modern and safe material than a
standard tire. And the swing bay structure is durably built with a contemporary streamlined design to suit any
playground. For those who wish to double the fun, an additional tire swing bay can be appended either to an existing
Tire Swing Bay or to an Arch Post Bay. This means that, regardless of which type of swing set you currently have, a
new tire swing bay can be installed using a few simple parts as well as a complementary hardware kit. Ask our AAA
State of Play sales team about color options and how to further customize your swing.


